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 $v^2 = 51000, r = 300, l = -8 At the moment, I'm quite disapointed by the result. A: Almost, it's $\frac{\sqrt{5}}{2}\approx1.732$, not $\frac{\sqrt{5}+1}{2}\approx1.734$. But almost ok, you almost got it. The equation you used is actually $r=v\sqrt{2l/3}$ and not $r=\sqrt{2l/3}$ (notice the $v$ instead of $r$). (The notation of $l$ in the question is totally misleading, too, IMO). (For an actual
solution, check the link to the answers.) Anyway, with this value, the distance is $1.732\cdot300=493.2\,\mathrm{km}$, not $1.734\cdot300=497.8\,\mathrm{km}$. Q: Why is the "Collect All" command not working in the Poser Stats panel? I created a simple animation and I want to see how much time it takes to render using the Poser Stats panel. So I used the Poser Stats panel (the Poser Stats

menu -> Poser Stats -> Poser Stats) and I used the "Collect All" button to collect the statistics. I tried to collect the statistics, wait a while (to let the animation render) and then unselect the new piece of animation and collect the statistics again, but the "Collect All" button is not working. Any suggestions? I know this is an old question, but for future reference, and I'll do the same, the way to use the
Poser Stats panel (which I would recommend since it's very good, but I think I get your question, you're already aware of that) is like this: 1. Add your figure to the active pose. 2. Navigate to the menu: Options->Statistics 3. Set the render type to "Animation", and the render interval to "Render During Animation" 4. Click on "Collect All" 5. Click on "Export Statistics" 6. You should see a box pop up

(not all export options are enabled 82157476af
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